
SORTING NAMES
• Learning about letters, sounds and words is 
important to developing young readers and writers. 
Letter knowledge is necessary, but it alone is not 
enough to read and write. Children will be reading 
and writing stories long before they can identify all 
of the letters of the alphabet. 

• In the past, “letter of the week” was a common 
practice but teachers now realize the severe 
limitations of this practice. When you spend a great 
deal of time on “letter of the week”, many children 
work on letters they already know, while others see 
and study letters out of context. Sometimes 
children forget last week’s letter while working on 
this week’s because they are looking at one item at 
a time. 

• YES! We still include instruction in letter 
name and sound learning with short lessons on 
how to look at letters- starting with those that 
have the most meaning. 

To a child, there is nothing 
more important than his or her 
own name
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Advice from the Experts…

"Children's first efforts at matching and sorting may be with letters of 
different shapes or colors, but they can soon learn to sort letters, 
match letters, find letters with features in common such as tails, 
circles, short sticks, tall sticks, tunnels, dots, capitals, and so on. Their 
time spent sorting letters in a myriad of ways is essential to learning 
how to look at print in the early levels. They need to develop fast, 
flexible recognition of letters. Begin with just a few letters rather than 
all twenty-six, and concentrate on the lowercase letters and get the 
children to develop speed in matching or sorting.“

From Guided Reading: Responsive Teaching Across the Grades by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su 
Pinnell. Copyright (C) 2017 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Published by Heinemann.
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Examples of Materials to Use

• Cut out the letters attached here that are printed in 
multiple fonts that are in your child’s name- allow your 
child to find the letters in his/her name and cut them out

Or make it even more fun for your child by using these free 
items that you would normally simply toss…
• Cut out letters from food boxes, magazines and newspapers
• Corks with letters written on them
• Lids and bottle caps- use a permanent marker to write the 

letters on them
• List names of family members and friends and have your 

child cut them apart

• ADDED LEARNING:
• Allow your child to
cut the letters and 
names to practice
his/her fine motor 
skills
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DIRECTIONS:
1. Lay out the correct number placemats, dishtowels, pieces of paper, 
etc. to give your child a visual of sorting into a specific number of 
groups.
2. Write names on pieces of paper or index cards. If sorting the letters 
in names, allow your child to practice his/her fine motor skills by 
cutting apart the letters in the name
3. Sort based on letters, letter formation and/or sounds

• Sorting the letters in child’s name…
• Letters in my name and Letters not in my 

name (can sort by first name, last name or 
both names)

• Letters in name that have a hole (Aa, Bb, 
Dd, g, Oo, Pp, Qq) and letters that do not

• Letters in name that are vowels and Letters 
that are consonants

• Tall letters in my name and short letters in 
my name

• Compare the letters in two names using a 
hat diagram graphic organizer (see page 7)-
children love exploring how his/her name 
is the same and different from a family 
member’s or friend’s name. When children 
are first learning how to identify his/her 
name, they tend to look at the beginning 
letter only. To help them pay attention to 
all of the letters in his/her name, compare 
names with similar names such as Marcia 
and Marco or Kristen and Kristie or Daniel 
and Danielle
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DIRECTIONS:
1. Lay out the correct number placemats, dishtowels, pieces of paper, etc. to give your child a visual of 
sorting into a specific number of groups.
2. Write names on pieces of paper or index cards. If sorting the letters in names, allow your child to 
practice his/her fine motor skills by cutting apart the letters in the name
3. Sort based on letters, letter formation and/or sounds

• Sorting a group of names by letter formation (thinking 
critically about how letters are the same and different)

• First letter in the name has only straight lines and 
First letter in the name has a curve

• The name has at least one tall letter

• The name has at least one letter with a tail (g, j, 
p, q, y)

• The name has a least one letter that has a dot (i, 
j)

• The name has at least one letter that has a curve

• The name has at least one letter with a diagonal 
line

• Sort by number of letters in a name (Ben = 3 
letters, Case = 4 letters, etc.)
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DIRECTIONS:
1. Lay out the correct 
number placemats, 
dishtowels, pieces of 
paper, etc. to give your 
child a visual of sorting 
into a specific number 
of groups.
2. Write names on 
pieces of paper or 
index cards. If sorting 
the letters in names, 
allow your child to 
practice his/her fine 
motor skills by cutting 
apart the letters in the 
name
3. Sort based on letters, 
letter formation and/or 
sounds

MORE IDEAS…

Sorting a group of names by sounds

• First letter in the name has a hole (A, B, D, 
O, P, Q) and First letter in the name is open

• Name contains a diphthong (ow, ou, oo, oi, 
oy, aw, au, ew, eu) and those that do not

• Name contains an r-controlled vowel (ar, er, 
ir, or, ur, air) and those that do not

• Names that start with a blend such as Tr, St, 
Br, Dr, Sl, names that start with a vowel (A, 
E, I, O, U), names that start with a digraph 
(Th, Wh, Sh, Ch) and names that start with a 
single consonant

• Sort names that contain digraph (Th, Wh, 
Ch, Sh, ph, ng, gh) and those that have a 
trigraph (tch, thr, str, dge, nce, ngh, scr, squ, 
sch, spl) and those that do not

• Sort names that have long vowel sound, 
short vowel sound or multiple vowel sounds 

• Short: Brett, Sam,  Lin, Gatlin

• Long: Kane, Mike, Pete

• Multiple:  Oliver,  Kenzo,  Tatum, Otto
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• Sort names by the number of syllables (ie. Sam = 1 syllable, Quentin = 2 
syllables, Katherine = 3 syllables, Santiago = 4 syllables)



NAME: ____________ NAME: ____________

Letters that are the same:



A B C D

E F G H

I J K L



M N O P

Q R S T

U V W X



Y Z Ch Th

Sh Wh Kn



a b c d

e f g h

i j k l

Does the last sound you hear sound like…  OR Does the name have the letter ___? 
(paying attention to lowercase letters only)



m n o p

q r s t

u v w x



y z ch th

sh ph ng gh

ar er ir or



TERMS OF USE:
Thank you for your purchase! By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing that the contents are the property of 
Debra Honegger and licensed by you to use in your classroom and to share with your colleagues in your building 
only. I retain the copyright and reserve all rights to this product.
It is licensed under 
Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivatives 4.0 
CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

I believe in teachers sharing with other teachers. Teaching is hard work and we all need to be supporting each other. 
Therefore, YOU MAY:
Use purchased items for your own classroom students and those within your grade level in your immediate school 
building (not entire district). 
Use free items for any students within your school building or district if you also provide the link to my TPT store or 
website, journeyintoearlychildhood.com.
Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional development workshops, or other such venues IF you 
credit me as the author and link back to my TPT score or to my website journeyintoearlychildhood.com in your blog 
or presentation.
YOU MAY NOT:
Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove the copyright marks.
Snip any portion of the product to use in a product in which you sell to others.
Post this resource for free or downloadable on the internet.
Make copies of purchased items to share with others. Sharing through internet sources such as blogs, google folders, 
drop box, OneDrive, etc. is strictly prohibited by the copyright law and is a violation of the Terms of Use. 
Obtain a copy of this resource through any of the prohibited methods.
Thank you for abiding by the universally accepted codes of professional ethics while using this resource.
If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way experiencing a problem, please contact me 
and I will be more than happy to help sort it out!

Sincerely,
Debra Honegger
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